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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The extensive development in the physical
and biological sciences, according to Flora Rose
Cornell, has

of

resulted in more momentous changes in

our environment than had occurred in the previous
history of mankind.

It is unfortunate, however, that

during this same period few developments have been
brought about in the social sciences.

Because of ·this,

our relationship to our environment and to each other
is often unbalanced.

Our ways of thinking, feeling,

and acting have not changed to meet these new condi
tions.

Thus, our behavior patterns belong to a

simpler social organization than the complex one in
which we are living; when we have tried to adapt our
selves to new situations, it has resulted in many
difficulties and much confusion.

This is especially

true of young people in educational institutions, and

the task of helping them to become better adjusted is

one of vast importance.

Flora Rose

makes these

1. Rose, Flora, "What Changes Should Be Made in Our
Four Year College and University Curriculum to Make
EcoIt Function More Effectively?" Journal of -Home -nomics, Vol. 26, pp. 506-7, 1934.
2. Ibid., pp. 506-7.
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statements regarding the responsibility of educational
institutions:
Emotional and social maturity are of as
great importance to the individual who must
face today's infinitely complex environment
as physical and intellectual maturity. Col
leges and schools must base their curricula
on these facts.
Again, in the same article, she suggests further changes
in the curricula of our schools:
If colleges are to be effective, two
fundamental changes in the curriculum must
be made; these are already under way in a
number of colleges. First, not only must
an important place be given to the social
sciences in the education of all students,
but the social science point of view nm.st
be included in all courses given. Second,
the curriculum must be constructed around
the student as a whole person instead of
concerning itself as it has in the past
largely with the development of his mental
powers.
Some of our schools are providing courses in
psychiatry, or mental hygiene, or social adjustments.
Since many institutions are revising their curricula, it
is hoped that more of these new courses will be added.

The senior colleges have been able to meet the

needs which changing conditions have brought about much
more satisfactorily than.have the junior colleges.

The

latter have been occupied with justifying their existence
in the intellectual field.

The rapid development of the

junior college and. the increasing number of students en
rolling each year have brought many new problems in social
development.

Various reports have circulated concerning

3

attendance in junior colleges.

3
Dr. Doak Campbell sent

a letter of inquiry to all junior colleges asking that
they indicate what percentage the 1931-32 enrollment
is of the enrollment during the first term of the 1930-

31 session.

Replies were received from 258 junior col

leges from forty-two states and the District of Columbia.
Of the ninety-five public junior colleges reporting,
seventy-six showed an increase in enrollment; 58 per
cent of all the junior colleges reporting showed an in
crease in enrollment over that of 1930-31 by percentages
ranging from one to 135, with an average of 30 per cent.
Because of the large number of young people attending

our institutions each year, leaders in education are

realizing that they must assume the responsibility, not
only for the intellectual life of the student, but for
his physical, emotional, and social life as well - that
all of these are vital parts of his training.
Thus, it is obvious that schools should assume
some responsibility for the training of students in per

sonal adjustments and social behavior, and since the

public junior colleges are comparatively new,fields for
this training, the present study is undertaken.

3. Campbell, Doak S. , "Junior College Enrollment, •• Junior
College Journal, Vol. II, pp. 222-223, January, 1932.
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Purpose of the Study
1. To obtain factual data pertaining to the

personal and family relationships of junior college
girls.
2. To use the

information, obtained from this

investigation, in an attempt to determine some of the
personal problems in which junior college girls have
the greatest need of guidance.
Source of Data

The data were obtained from thirty-six fresh
men and thirty-three sophomores, a total of sixty-nine

girls.

For convenience in classifying the information

received, the freshmen have been designated as Group I ,
and the sophomores as Group II.
tained in May, 1936.

This information was ob

The girls used in the study are a
Some of them lived on the

fairly representati�e group.

campus during the school year, and others lived at home.
Their homes are located in rural sections, small towns,
villages, and one nearby city.

seventeen t0 twenty-two years.
Method of Obtaining Data

Their ages ranged from

The questionnaire method was used.

In the

spring of 1935, a preliminary questionnaire was written
and then filled out by twenty-five high school girls.
The results were tabulated.

It was revised and criticised

5

by teachers of home economics.

At the time the ques

tionnaire was filled out, the purpose or the study was
explained to the girls.

The questionnaires were checked

by individual students during a regular class period,
hence, they represent student opinion only.

Because

some of the information is of a very.personal nature,
the girls were asked not to use their names.

The ques

tionnaire used in this study was adapted principally

from one used by Dr. Burgess and one used by Eugenie
5
Leonard (a copy of the questionnaire used in this study

will be found in the Appendix).
The following factors are included in the study:
1. The home background of the girls, which in

cludes their early education, location of homes, educa
tion and occupation of parents, and size of families.

2. Factors which may prevent complete satisfac
tion in the home, such as the relationships of the family,
inefficient management, and finances.
3. Factors which are conducive to complete satis

faction, including understanding among parents and child
ren, efficient management, and sufficient income for

necessities.
4. Burgess, Ernest W. "Family Relationships and Person
ality Adjustments,d Pape:reon Parent Education, presented
at the Biennial Conference of the National Council of
Parent la:ucation, Washington, n:-c., November, 1930-.5. Leonard, Eugenie Andruss, Concerning Our Girls and What
� Tell Us, Bureau of Publications,'feachers College,
-uor-u.m�University, New York, 1930.
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4. Activities of the family as a group and
special days which they celebrate together.
5. Personal relationships of the girls, their

relation to themselves, their friends, members of their
families, and leisure-time activities of the girls.

The number of girls used in the study is small,

but, considering that they come from many sections of

the state and have a variety or interests, they may be
regarded as a fair sampling of the girls who make up
the student body.

7

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
Some attempts have been made to study the
various phases of the personal adjustments of in

dividuals, but for the most part these investigations
have been those of maladjusted families or families
who have suffered some disaster.

Because we have few

objective means of measuring personality traits, the
methods for studying human beings are very unsatisfac
tory; they cannot be subjected to laboratory tests.

The interview method, which was used by Rachael Stutsman,
offers some advantages.

This method is impractical,

however, because of the time and expense involved.
That young people are interested in getting
aid on these personal problems was shown from a study
by Cunningham and Connor.

Copies of letters were sent

to 5, 000 junior and senior high schools.

Students were

asked to suggest one question which they would like to

have discussed in school or in small groups.

These

1. Stutsman, Rachael, "Report of a Study of Home Atmos
phere," Paper on Parent Education, presented at the
Biennial Conference of the National Council oTParent
Education, November,1935""; Washington, D. c.2. Cunningham, Bess V. , and Connor, Ruth , "Suggested Ex
periments in the Field of Pre-Parental Education ,"
Teachers College Record, 34: 285-301, 1935.

1
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questions were checked and classified and then sent to
another 5,000 students in other junior and senior high
schools, who were asked to mark plus all topics which
they would like to discuss in school.

More than 5 0 per

cent of the 2, 000 boys and girls who were used in the
final study asked to discuss personal problems.

The

authors concluded that further experiments in this field
are needed.
Jessie Winchell,

3

in a study made in Rochester,

New York, found that junior and senior high school boys

and ·girls requested the following pertaining to personal

problems:
1. Opportunity to discuss more vital subjects about "ourselves. u
2. More real guidance about occupations.
3. Opportunity for independent thought.
4. Help in analyzing movies to see what
they "really" mean and if they truly.imirror
life.
5. Help in studying homes in order to make
them more organized units.

6. Help in understanding "ourselves, " our
parents, brothers and sisters, our teachers.

7. Simple psychology to help regulate
social relationships.

3. Winchell, Jessie, " A Way of Home Economics Education
through Opinions of Pupils and Parents.J." Talk given
at Milwaukee meeting of American Home �conomics As
sociation, June, 1933.
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From the number of students used in this study
and the wide range of personal problems covered, it

would appear that these junior high school boys and
girls are vitally interested·in gaining more knowledge
on these subjects.
Bertha Ferguson

made a study of the factors

which were conducive to the happiness and unhappiness of
Tennessee high school girls.
personal letters of 418 girls.

The data.were taken from
These letters were

written to Miss Margaret B rowder, State Supervisor of

Home Economics in Tennessee, in response to a form let
ter which she sent to high school girls of the state
in January, 1930.

The information obtained from these

letters was to be used in planning a unit in family re
lationships for the home economics course in the high
schools of Tennessee.

The happiness and unhappiness

factors, according to data taken from these personal
letters to Miss Browder, may be classified as: satis

factory or unsatisfactory relationships within the home;
a feeling of good or poor management within the home;

good or poor use of the family income; problems personal

to the girl; and adjustment or lack of adjustment to
situations beyond the girls' control.

4. Ferguson, Bertha Lee, Factors in the Family Life of
Tennessee High School Girls, Master's Thesis, Uni
versity of Tennessee, June, 1930, pp. 42-44.
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The author

concludes her study with the sugges-

tion that it is the task of the home, schools, and social
agencies to help girls fit themselves for worthy home

membership by becoming well adj�sted in their personal

relations, first, to themselves, their families, and to
the other people around them.
It appears that the results of this s tudy show
that personal relationships play a very important role
in both the happiness and unhappiness of high school
girls.
Mildred Thurow

collected data from the auto-

biographies of 200 college st�dents at Cornell for her
study,

11

Succeeding as a Family. "

The students were

mostly upper classmen from farms, villages, and cities,

of native and foreign-born parentage; only families

that were biologically complete, that is, both parents

living together, were used.

The data from these auto

biographies were collected and classified under twelve
characteristics for successful families:

1. Little or no conflict between parents,
or between parents and children, or between
children.

2. Much affection express ed between family
members.
3. Friends and relatives entertained fre
qu�ntly in the home.
5. Ibid. , p. 47.
6. Thurow, Mildred B. , "Succeeding as a Family, " Parents
Magazine, 10: 35, 24£�.
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4. Children's friends entertained fre
quently in the home.

5. Husband and wife make a practice of
attending social functions together.
6. High school or more education for
parents.
7. Agreement between parents on matters
of discipline or family control.
8. Little or no dominance of father in
the home.

9. All family members counsel together
frequently.
10. Minimum amount of discipline in the
home.
11. Medium supervision of the children's
activities by both parents.
12. The children confide in their parents.
For the most part, the students appeared to be
well satisfied with their families.
Ruth Shonle Cavan

made an attempt to measure·

objectively the home background and social relationships
in terms of their tendency to produce well-adjusted
children.

The children used were 997 boys and 1, 223

girls, all from Chicago.

Three scales were developed:

1. A neurotic inventory or personality
scale by which adolescents may be classi
fied as to their emotional and social ad
justment.

7. Cavan, Ruth Shonle, trThe Relation of Home Background
and Social Relations to Personality Adjustments,"
American Journal of Sociology, 40: 143-154, Jan., 1935.
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2. A scale which provides a score on
the home background that correlates with
the score on the personality scale.
3. A scale which gives a score on the
child's social relationships that correlates
with the score on the personality scale.
The questions on home background may be classi

fied as objective questions about the equipment of the
home, such as the possession of a telephone, furnace,
bath tub, automobile, magazines and books; objective

questions about the father and mother, with reference

to their social and economic position, their schooling,
occupation of father, ownership of business, position
in business, number of employees, present employment of
father and mother, club attendance of mother, number of
roomers, and illness of parents.

Objective questions about the personnel of the

family, whether both parents are alive and living at

home, number of brothers and sisters, and position of
the child in the family; objective questions about the
family's regime, such as with whom the child attends

movies, child's illnesses, frequency of eating between

meals, brushing teeth, source of spending money, sleep
ing arrangements, and punishment during the week; sub
jective questions concerning the child's at.titudes
toward his parents, that is, the degree to which he

tells them his joys and troubles, whether he regards his
parents as nervous, how often he kisses his mother, what

13
his father and mother do that he does not like, and whom
he likes best in all the world.
The questions on social relationships include

both objective and subjective types.

The phases of social

relationships covered are types of social recreation

which the child likes and the extent of his participa
tion in social groups; his interest in groups or feeling

of exclusion from them; what he wants to do when he grows
up, and others.
Of 997 boys, the home background score ranged

from 4 7 to 147; the average score of th� mean groups for
the four groups was 102. 8.

Of 1,292 girls, the home

background scale ranged from 42 to 149 ; the average score
of the mean group for the four groups was 112.7 .
The social relations score of three groups of

boys, 720, showed the lowest score to be 32 and t�e

highest, 90; the average mean score for three groups was
59 . 7.

For three groups of girls, 827, scores ranged

from 22 to 79; the average mean score for the three
groups was 52. 4.

The author suggests that these scales should

be thought of as an initial attempt to measure the re

lationship of certain significant phases of environment
to personality adjustment.

Much work needs to be done,

however, before a perfected set of scales is available.
The methods of measuring personality adjustments today

14

are rather crude, and a ·more refined method would, per
haps, make it possible to select children with different

types of personality, such as the shut-in type, and the
extrovert.

The scale could be simplified and shortened

so that it would not require so much· of the student's

time to fill it out.
The study of Elta Jewell Majors

was confined

to data collected regarding 450 school children between
the ages or ten and sixteen years.

Union and Anderson

were the counties in Tennessee in which the schools were
located.

The ques�ionnaire method was used, and Parts

I and II were filled in by the student; the teachers
rated each student.
groups:

The children were divided into three

1. Children coming from farm homes.

2. Children coming from industrial vil
lage homes.

3. Children whose fathers were unemployed.

The age ran&e was from ten to sixteen years,

though more than 50 per cent of the children were twelve
or thirteen years of age.

In Group I, the largest num

ber were in the seventh grade.

In Group II, they ran

very close; in Group III, 40 per cent were in the seventh
8. Majors, Elta Jewell, A Study of Home Activities and
Family Relationships of 450 School Children of Union
and Anderson Counties, Tennessee, Master's Thesis,
University of Tennessee, June, 1934.
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grade�
child�en:

Factors regarding the home hackgroUlld of the
Al.JI.oat 95 per cent ot the parents were native

Tennesseans.

Three :fourths

or the :fathers had no schooling

or only a grade school education, while more than a

third of the mothers had a high school or college ed

ucation.

The higher percentage ot the fathers in the

industrial and unemployed families had a high school

or college education, while 17. 5 pe·r cent ot tarm

mothers were college graduates.

Only 6.8 per cent of

the fathers in taI'Dl homes had a college education.
There were few broken homes.

The largest nUJ1.ber of children were in the

seventh_grade.

In Group II, they ran very close, and

in Group III, 40 per cent were in. the seventh grade.

Both boys and girls were included in the study.

The fiJLdings are so numerous and varied that

only a few ot the :m.ost significant ones will be given:
The Parents:

1. were native Tennesseans;
2. had less than a high. sclilool education;
3. had three or more children in the
family;
4. did not have a telephone, bathroOlll,
or house heated by a furnace;
5. belonged to and attended a Protestant
ohurch.

16

The Children:
1. sometimes or almost always confided
in their mothers;
2. named their mothers as the person they
liked best in all the world;
3. were not given allowances for spending money;
4. participated in some home duties;
5. had four or more close friends;
6. named teaching as the desired profes
sion.

Group I - Farm Homes.

1. One hundred and eighteen, or 25.8 per
cent, belonged to this group.
2. A larger percentage of the mothers in
this group had a college education.
3. Eighty-one per cent of the fathers had
no schooling or only a grade school
education.

4. In 92. 3 per cent of the homes, both
parents were living together.

5. Thirty-six per cent had four or more
children• .

6. Forty-five per cent owned their homes.
7. Only about 8.9 per cent of the mothers
liked or engaged in games and sports.

Group II - Industrial Homes.

1. Two hundred and fifty-eight, or 56.4
per cent, belonged to this group.

2. Thirty per cent of the fathers had a
high school or college education.
3. Fifty-three per cent had from one to
three children.

4. Forty-four per cent of the children
earned their spending money.
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Group III - Children Whose Fathers
Were Unemployed.

1. Eighty-one� or 17.7 per cent, be
longed to this group.

2. Both parents were living together in
only 59.2 per cent of the homes.

3. Sixty-five per cent of the mothers
and 40.7 per cent of the fathers liked
some games and sports.

The author concludes her study with the sugges

tion.that education for home and family needs to give
more attention to inner attitudes and relationships

within the family group.

She further suggests a study

of the relationships of the personality ratings of each

of the children with his attitude toward his home or

school, studies of the children who have no close friend,

or families on relief unemployment.

After reviewing these studies, it is obvious

that personal problems of young people from the junior
high school age through college are occupying a great
deal of thought.

Several studies of various types have

been made, many books and magazine articles have been

written on the subject, but, as yet, no definite means

for measuring personality traits has been devised.

Prac

tically everyone who has studied adjustment problems of

young people agrees that there are problems and that they

are of sufficient importance to bring unhappiness, not

only to the individual, but to other people who are closely

18

associated with him.

How to diagnose these maladjust

ments, what the remedy is to be , and how it is to be
applied is still an open field for further research.
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CHAPTER III
HOME BACKGROUND
Table I shows the factors regarding the home

background of the girls (see Tab1e I, page 20).

The data relating to home background will be

discussed ,mder the following heads:
1. Ages of the girls.

2. Location of homes.

3. Early education.
4. Occupation

or parents.

5. Divorces and remarriages.

6. Number.of children in the family.

The Ages of the Girls: Group
omores

1, Freshmen; Group II, Soph

The ages of the girls in Group I ranked from

seventeen to twenty-two, and from seventeen to twenty
one 1n Group II.

teen years of age.
however.

In each group, 33 per cent were nine
The ages did not vacy greatly,

The Location o:r the Homes

It is interesting to note that 1n Group I more

than halt (58 per cent) had lived in rural sections the
greater part of their lives.

In Group II, 33 per cent

had lived in a city; 9 per cent o:r Group II had lived

TABLE I. FACTORS RELATING TO BACKGROUND OF GIRLS,
INCLUDING AGE, RESIDENCE, BIRTH, EARLY EDUCA
TION, OCCUPATION OF PARENTS

Factor

1. Age (in years)
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Twenty-one
Twenty-two
No answer

:Group I (!a)toroup II(33)
:Number: Pct.:Number: Pct.
7
10
12
3
3
1

2. Residence (greater part of life)
Country (rural)
Village
Town
019:

3. Natives

4. Education of girls

21
9
1
5

36

...
•

*:

19. 5 :
27 .a :
33. 0:
8. 3 :
8. 3:
2. 6:
:

..
.•

.

•
58. 0 :
25. 0 :
2. 7 :
13.,8:

.
.
.
97. 0:

100.0;
•
:

1
6
15
8
2
1

3. o*
18. 0
46. 0
25. 0
6. 0
·.3. 0

10
9
3
11

30. 3
27. 0
9. 3
33.0

33

100.0

33 100. 0
97. 0: 33 100. 0
2. 7 :
•
••
5� Occupation of parents
•
30. 3
5
13. 8: 10
Business
12. 0
4
13. 8 :
5
Professional
33.0
50. 2: .11
19
Farmer - plantation owner
2. 7:
1
Laborer
3. 0
1
:
Policeman
3. 0
1
•
Railroad foreman
3. 0
2. 7:
1
l
Rural carrier
•
3. 0
1
P. w. A. worker
2. 7 :
1
Home-maker
2. 7:
1
Engineer
2. 7:
1
Road foreman
2
5. 6 :
2
6. 0
No answer
illl percentages in Group I are based on 36 as 100 per
cent; in Group II, on 33 as 100 per cent.
Public grade school
Public high school
No answer

35
35
1

.
.

.

.
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TABLE I. {cont.)

••

fagtgr

6. Education of parents

Father:
Grades completed

8

-rt
8

0
1
6

10
11
12

1

1

College

2

I

9

Year

1

5

8

16.6

2

10
11
12

5.5
5.5
16.6

1

19.4
19.4
0
8.3
0
2.5

l

7
7
0

3

0
1

No answer I

a.

Remarriages in

tamilz

.

5

2
6

7 . Divorces in :ram11z

6
l
2.5
7
22.2 •• 1
9
2.5 •• 0
1
10
0
11
2.5 : 1
12
11.1 :10
Year
••
1
l
5.5
2
19.4 • 3
3
1
8.3
4
4
11.0
5
2.5 • 1
• 2
6
13.8 • 2

7
3
3
1

2

3
4

No answer 5

College

.
...
.
•.
..

:NQ1;��&g1;Pgt 1 ;No1 ;G�ade; Pgt•

High school

Mother:
Grades completed
High school

•• Grmip II

GrouE I

9

Year
2

3
4
5
6

2.5

S.B -

.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.3 8
•• 3
. 1 109
.
11
. 52 12
••
. 2 Year
. 5 21
.• 3 3
•. 6
. 0 45
6
: 2
.:No.
.• 2
.

2

Pct.

7

19.4 : 2

No.

5.5

3.0

3.0

0

3.0
3.0
30.3
3.0
9.0
3.0
12.0
3.0
6.0

6.0
9.0

9.• l:5

3.0
6.0
15.0

6.0
15.0
9.0
18.0
0
6.0

Pct.
6.0
6.0
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TABLE I. (cont. )
:
lJrouj I : GDOU� II
:'.Rumber:-ct. :Bumtier : Pct.

Factor

9. Number of children in family
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
No answer
10. Order of birth or children
Only child
Youngest
Middle or in between
Oldest
No answer

1
7
6
5
5
3
5
l
2
2
l
9
12
.12
2

2. 5
19.0
16. 3
13. 8
13. 8
8. 3
13.8
2. 5
5.2

.
.•
.
.•
.
.••
.
.
.
.
.••
.:
.
..
..
..
.
.
.

2. 5
25. 0
30.5
30.5
5. 2 •

1

6
7
6
l
3
3
0
1

3. 0
15. 0
18. 0
21. 0
18. 0
3. 0
9. 0
9. 0
0
3. 0

l
11
17
3
1

3. 0
33. 0
51. 0
9. 0
3.0

5

in towns, while in Group I, only 2.7 per cent had lived
in towns.

In this same group, 25 per cent lived in

villages, while in Group II, 27 per cent had lived in
villages practically all their lives.

It is of interest to note that all girls are

of native birth.

Early Education of Girls

Ninety-seven per cent of Group I attended a

public grade school, while 100 per cent of Group II at
tended a public grade school.

All of those in both

groups attended a pub�ic high school, before they entered
a junior college.
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Occupation of Parents
In Group I, more of the parents (fathers) were
engaged in agricultural pursuits, 50. 2 per cent, while
only 33 per cent of the parents in Group II were farmers.

An equal number of those in Group I, 13. 8 per cent, were
engaged in busin�ss and the professions.

In Group II,

agricultural pursuits also claimed the largest number,
33 per cent, while business claimed 30. 3 per cent and
the professions, 12 per cent.

Other occupations, such

as laborer, policeman, railroad foreman, rural mail

.carrier, W. P. A. * worker, home-maker, engineer, and
road foreman were checked by from 2.'1 to 7 per cent of
the girls in both groups.
Education of the Parents

In Group I, almost one fourth of the parents

had either a grade or high school education; more than
one half {63. 2 per cent) were either college graduates
or had had some college training.

In Group II, fewer

of the parents had a grade school education than in
Group I.

In both groups, the mothers had had more

training than the fathers.

No parents were reported as

not having had any educational advantages, but 19. 8 per
cent of the students failed to answer this question,

and they appeared to know more about the mother's train
ing than the father's.

* Works

Thus, this may account for the

Progress Administration.
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repo'rted dif:fejencEf·a in the ed'ueatioa

ot ·parents.

Divorces and Remarriages
In Group I, there were two divorces and seven
remarriages, while in Group II, there were two divorces
and two remarriages.

No distinction, however, has been

made in the remarriage of those who were divorced and

those who remarried after the home had been broken by
the death of either the husband or wife.
Number of Children in the Family
In Group I, the number of children ranged from
one to nine, while in Group II, they ranged from one to
ten.

In both groups, the largest number of girls were

either the oldest child or were among the middle or in

between children.

Four and a half was the average number

of children in the family.

Thus, more of the girls were.nineteen years of
age; had lived in the country all their lives; attended
public schools; had parents who were engaged in farming

or in business; had parents who had had some high school
or college training; had homes in which few divorces and

remarriages had occurred; and belonged to families which

had four or more children.

The information on the home background of the

girls gives a fairly definite picture of the two groups.
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It is interesting to note that in many respects the two
are very similar: their ages vary little, more of the

girls being nineteen; more of their fathers are farmers;

and the number of children in the family varies only
slightly.

It is interesting also to note that the ed

ucational advantages of the parents are above the

average.
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CHAPTER IV
FACTORS REGARDING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
The following factors will be discussed under
family relationships :
. 1 . Conditions which prevented complete satis
faction in the home.

2. Conditions which made for complete satis

faction in the home .
3.· Things which the family did together :
recreation and special days which they celebrated .
Conditions Whi ch Prevented Complete Satisfaction in ' the
Home
When the factors causing dissatisfaction in the
home were classified, it was found that �here were seven
teen .

The frequency with which they occurred will be

found in Table II.

In Group I, a number of factors were

mentioned with equal frequency.

Two of t hese were 111

health and absence of some members of the family.

Fric

tion among children in the home, crowded conditions , and
a lack of pretty clothes came second in the list of fac
tors .

Lack of understanding on the part of the parents ,

house t oo small to insure privacy, location of the house,
and furnishings in the home were also causes of dis
satisfaction .

Other causes, such as a lack of
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companionship of brothers and sisters, lack of means
for recreation, and others were checked by a compara
tively s�ll number of girls.
In Group II, absen�e of members of the family
ranked first among the factors causing dissatisfaction.
(See Table II, page 28. )

The location of the house and

furnishings in the home were given second place.

These

three factors were ranked as being of equal importance:

mother too busy or too tired to enjoy the companionship
of he r family, lack of understanding on the part of the
parents, and ill health of some member of the family.
Lack of means of recreation, privileges denied, lack of
pretty clothes, and crowded conditions in homes were
given as causes for dissatisfaction by 6 per cent of
the girls.

Unfair division of money, friction among

children, inefficient management of the home, unemploy
ment of the father, the only child, and lack of compan

ionship of brothers and sisters were each checked by
3 per cent of Group II.

Judging from the small percentage in each

group who checked this section of the questionnaire,

the girls appeared to be very well satisfied with con

ditions in their homes.
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TABLE II . FACTORS WHICH PREVENTED COMPLETE SATISFAC
TION IN THE HOME
Factor
Group I:
Ill health of some member of the family
Absence of members of the family
Friction among children
Crowded conditions because of other people
living in the home
Lack of pretty clothes
House too small to insure privacy of all
members
Lack of understanding on part of the parents
Location of the home
Furnishings in the house
Lack of companionship of brothers and sisters
Mother too busy or too tired to enjoy her
family
Lack of means of recreation
Privileges denied
Dislike for home tasks
Physical disability
Unfair division of home duties
Lack of interest in home surroundings

:Per :Num
: Cent:ber
22.0
22.0
19.4

8
8
7

11.0
11.0

4
4

8.3
8.3
5.5
5.5
5.5

3
3
2
2
2

2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

13.0
Absence of members of the family
12.0
Location of the house
12.0
The furnishings in the house
Mother too busy or too tired to enjoy the
9.0
companionship of her family
9.0
Lack of understanding on part of parents
9.0
Ill health of some member of the family
6.0
Lack of means of recreation
6.0
Privileges denied
6.0
Lack of pretty clothes
Crowded conditions because of other people
6.0
living in the home
3.0
Unf'air division of home duties
3.0
Friction among children
3.0
Inefficient management of the home
3.0
Unemployment of the father
3.0
The only child in the family
Lack of companionship of brothers and sisters 3.0

5
4
4

Group II :

3
3
3
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Factors Which Made for Complete Satisfaction in the Home
There were twenty-six factors which contributed
to satisfaction in the home in Group I.
page 30. )

(Se e Table III,

The factor which produced the greatest satis

faction was the religious atmosphere of the home (94 per
cent).

The factor checked by the f e west girls was that

of pretty clothes (13. 3 per cent) .

Books and magazines

came se cond (91 per cent), with the appreciation of
parents and wholesome food coming third (88 per cent ) .
The following: attractive home surroundings , pleasures

shared by the family, privile ges allowed, a comfortable

and orderly home, music, sufficient room for privacy,
and means for recreation, were all considered essential
to happiness and were checked by from 83 to 72 per cent
of the girls.

Modern conveniences, home ownership, a

fair division of money, and parents interested in the e d
ucation of their children were checked by more than half
of the girls.

The re were also twenty-six factors in Group II

(Se e Table III, page 30).

These three were checked by

90. 8 per cent of the girls : parents are inte rested in

the education of their children, food is wholesome and

served in an attractive manner, and friends are e nter
tained in the home.

The following pertained to the home,

privacy, colJlfortable and attractive surroundings, books
and magaz ines, music, privile ges granted, and a fair
division of money.

These were checked by 84. 6 per cent
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TABLE III . FACTORS WHICH Nu\DE FOR C OMPLETE SATISFAC
TION IN THE HOME
Factor
Group I:
A religious home
Books and magazines
Appreciation of parents
Food wholesome and s erved in an attrac
tive manner
Companionship of brothers and sisters
Family interested in attractive home
surroundings
Pleasures shared by the family
Privileges allowed
Home comfortable and orderly
Music in the home
Room in the home for each person to
have some privacy
Means for recreation
Understanding between parents and
children
Understanding between brothers and
sisters
All members of the family have good
health
Home ownership
Friends are entertained in the home
Parents are interested in the education of the children
A fair division of money
Enj oyment of home tasks
Modern conveniences
Cooperation of all members of family
in home tasks
Sufficient income for necessities
Each member of family has an opportunity to develop his individuality
Sufficient income for some luxuries
Pretty clothes

: Cent

••
: Number

94 . 0
91.0
89 . 0

34
33
32

88 . 0
86.0

30
31

83 . 0
80 . 5
80.5
77 . 0
75 . 0

30
29
29
28
27

72 . 0
72 . 0

26
26

69 . 4

25

69 . 4

25

69 . 4
69 . 4
69 . 4

25
25
25

69 . 4
66 . 6
58 . 0
58 . 0

25
24
21
21

55 . 0
55 . 0

20
20

50.0
47.0
13 . 3

18
17
5

90.9
90 . 8
90 . 8

31
31
30

84 . 8

28

:Per

Group II:

Parents interested in the education of
their children
Food wholesome and served attractively
Friends are entertained in the home
Understanding between parents and
children
(continued)
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TABLE III. (cont. )

:Per

Factor
Home comfortable and orderly
Room for each person to ba.ve some
privacy
Family interested in attractive home
surroundings
Books and magazines in the home
Privileges allowed
Fair division of money
Pleasures shared by the family
Appreciation of parents
Cooperation of all members of the family
in home tasks
Sufficient income for necessities
Music in the home
Means for recreation
Religious home
Companionship of brothers and sisters
Understanding between brothers and
sisters
Enjoyment of home tasks
Modern conveniences
Home ownership
All members of family have good health
Each member of family has an opportunity to develop his individuality
Sufficient income for some luxuries
Pretty clothes
of the students in this group.

:

: Cent : Number
84. 8

28

84. 8

28

81. 3
81. 3
81. 3
81. 3
75. 7
75. 7

27
27
27
27
25
25

72. 7
72. 7
69. 0
66. 6
6 3. 6

24
24
23
22
21

84. 8
84. 8
84. 8
84. 8
84. 8
84. 8

54. 0
51. 5
18. 0

28
28
28
28
28
28

18
17
6

More than half ( 66. 6 per

cent) of the girls checked home ownership as contribut
ing to happiness.

Pretty clothes was also the last

factor of the twenty-six in Group II and was checked by

18 per. cent of the students.

In sunnna�izing . the factors which were conducive
to happiness or which made for the greatest satisfaction
in �he home, they may be grouped according to the classi1
fication used by Miss Ferguson as those which satisfy
l. Ferguson, -2£• cit. , p. 42.
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the personal relationships in the home, the satisfac
tion which results from good management, and the feel
ing of satisfaction because of the financial security
of the family .

These appear to be the factors which

brought satisfaction to the greatest number of girls.
Things Which the Family Did Together This Year - Groups
I and II
The things which the families of the two groups

have enjoyed are very s imilar (see Table I V, page 33) .

Automobile rides, church attendance , grace at meals, lis
tening to the radio, shopping, reading, attending movies,
singing, and vacationing were the activities whi ch the
families participated in most.

Games were mentioned by

less than half of those in each group.

It appeared that

as the children grew older, the family participated in
fewer games or organized forms of group activities.

From the list checked on the questionnaires, it is ob
vious that at least a few families still enjoy wholesome

recreation together and that they still enjoy one another.
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TABLE IV. THINGS WHICH THE FAMILY HAVE DONE TOGETHER
DURING THE YEAR - FAMILY RELATIONSHI PS

Activiq
Group I :

Took auto rides
Attended church
Had grace at meals
Listened to the radio
Read the Bible
Went shopping
Took walks
Took trips
Attended fair
Attended movies
Spent vacation together
Attended picnics
S ang to-gather
Read aloud
Played games
Had prayer
Attended circus
Group II:

Attended church
Took auto rides
Had grace at meals
Listened to the radio
Attended the fair
Went shopping
Took trips
Attended movies
Read the Bible
Sang togethe·r
Took walks
Spent vacation together
Attended picnics
Had prayer
Read aloud
Played games
Attended circus

:Per :Num
:Oent :ber
94. 4
88. 8
8 3. 0
77. 8
77. 8
75. 0
72. 0
69. 4
63. 6
6 3.6
58 . 0
55. 5
50 .JO
f.4;5;.,
� .�1:,6,

34
32
30
28
28
27
26
25
23
23
22
20
18
17
·: 15
3.t,.10 · · ·: 14
12
53; 0
32
96. 9
31
9 3. 9
30
90. 9
27
8 1. 8
81. 8 ' 27
81. 8
27
87. 8
29
84. 8
28
66. 6
22
60. 6
20
21
63. 6
17
51. 5
16
48. 4
16
48. 4
15
45. 5
11
33. 0
9
27. 0
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Special Days Which the Family Celebrated Together
The mos t popular or widely celebrated day in
each group was 1 Cbris tmas (see Table V, page. 35) .

It was

celebrated by a tree, church attendance, vis iting, and

· hanging up stockings.
ly day.

Thanksgiving came next as a fami

Group I celebrated Easter with church attendance

and colored eggs, while Group II cons idered the obser
vance or family birthdays as being of more importance.

Groups I and II considered the Fourth or July as an im
portant holiday.

Mother's Day, Father's day, and wedding

anniversaries were observed by both groups.

Sunday and

the homecoming of children were suggested by students as
additional days which their families celebrated.
From these findings, it is evident that these

families still have many traditions and custo:ms which
they observe in their households each year.

It is inter

esting to note that the days which these families cele
brated are similar to those celebrated by the families
in the " Study on Home Atmosphere • 11

Also, the factors

which cause unhappiness when absent, often contribute to
happiness whe n pres ent.

1. Stutsman, Rachael, " Report of a Study of Home Atmos
phere, " Papers on Parental Education, presented at the
Biennial Conference of the National Council of Parent
Education, Nov., 1930, Washington, D. C .
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TABLE V . SPECIAL DAYS WHICH THE FAMILY CEIE BRATED TO
GETHER - FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Days Celebrated
Group I:

Christmas
a. Tree
b. Went to church
c. Went visiting
d. Hung up stockings
Thanksgiving
Easter
a. Attended church
b. Easter eggs
Mother I s Day
Fourth of July
Birthdays of the family
Hallowe • en
Father I s Day
Valentine Day
Wedding anniversaries
Decoration Day
Good Friday
Palm Sunday
Home-coming of children*
Sunday•.

:Per :
: Cent :Number

88. 8
72. 0
47. 6
38. 9
77. 7

32
26
15
14
28

75. 0

75 . 0
69. 4
66. 6
38. 8
36. 0
33. 0
25. 0
19. 4
11. 0
8. 0
5. 5
2.8

27
22
27
25
24
14
13
12
9
7
4
3
2
1·

93. 6
72. 1
42. 4
33. 0
81. 8
75. 7
72. 7

31
24
14
11
27
25
24

61 . Q

Group II:
Christmas
a. Tree
b. Went to church
c. Went visiting
d. Hung up stockings
Thanksgiving
Birthdays of family
Fourth of July
Easter
a. Attended church
b. Easter eggs
New Year 1 s Day
Mother's D ay
(continued)
*Suggested by students.

60. 6
51. 5
63. 6
69. 7

20
17
21
23
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TABLE V . ( cont . )
Days Celebrated

Father 1 s Day
Wedding anniversaries
Valentine Day
Hallowe 1 en
Palm Sunday
Good Friday
Decoration Day

:Per :
: Cent :Number
42.4
30.3
30.3
2 1.2
15 . 0
9.0
9.0

14
10
10

7
5
3
3
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CHAPTER V

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
The topics in this chapter have been classi-

fied according to:

1. School adjustme nts.
2. Vocations.

3. Emotional stability.

4. Finances.

5. Leisure-time activities.
6. Relations with friends and members of the
family.
S chool Adjustments
The students in both groups appear to be rather

well adjusted in their relations with schoolmates, in
structors, and room-mates.

More than half of the students

had cheated before and since entering college ( see Table

VI, page 38) , yet 94. 4 per cent in Group I and 90. 9 per

cent in Group II checked in the affirmative this question,

uno you think it wrong to cheat? "

Girls in Group II had

a more definite idea about what they wanted to get from
college than the girls in Group I.
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TABLE VI . PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

:Pct. :Pot. : No

.
Group I:
.. ...
. ..
The life young people live in their
homes influences the kind of homes
.
they found for themselves
100. 0:
.
.
Return borrowed property within a
:
.
reasonable length of time
100. 0:
.. ..•.
The life young people live in their
homes influences their choice 0£
•
a life partner
9 7. 9: 2 . 5:
. ..
Boys and girls should have many friends
.
. ..
among themselves before confining
•
their interests to one person
97. 9 :
They have several friends
94. 0: 5. 5:.
.. :
Know what they want to be when they
.
.
.
.
..

:Yes : No :Answer

Adjustments

finish college ·
Have one special friend
Are usually cheerful
Tb.ink things through and make ovm
decisions
Felt slighted when left out of a
group
Get along well with schoolmates
Get along well with instructors
A good listener
Avoid gossiping
Ask parents for money when needed
Know what they want to get out of
college
Get along with room -mate
Know what they want to contribute to
college
Have been homesick since entering
college
Usually remai� calm
Get along with members of the family
Felt that parents have a favorite child
Nervous and easily excited
Know what they want to do next
Lose temper easily
Have a definite plan for life.
Good conversationalist
Do things because others do them
Shy in the presence of strangers
Easy to make up mind about problems
Earn some money
( continued)

88. 8 :
86. 0 : 13. o:
86. 0 : 2. 5:
:
:
86. 0:13. 0:
:
:
80.5: 13. 0:
77. 8: 13. 8:
77. 8: 19. 7:
77. 8: 19. 7:
77. 8: 19. 7:
69. 4:
:
:
:
66. 0: 30. 5:
6 3. 6: 11. 0:
:
:
58. 0: 27. 6:
:
:
55. 0: 30. 5:
52. 7: 36. 0:
46. 9: 38. 8:
47. 0: 33. 0:
44. 4: 50. 0:
36.0: 58. 0:
36. 0: 63. 6:
36.0: 30. 5:
33. 0: 4 7. 0:
: 94.4:
27. 6: 55. 0 :
27. 6: 69. 4:
19. 0:
:

1
4

4

2
3
1
1
1
1
6

4

5
4
5
7
2
1
3
7
2
6
1
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TABLE VI . (cont. )

Adjus tments

Regular allowance from parents or
inheritance
Dominate others
Feel inferior to classmates
Borrow other people ' s things without
permission
Group II:

:Pct. : Pct. :No
:Yes : No :Answer

.
..

17. 0:
5. 5: 83. 3:
2. 5: 83. 3:

.
2. 5:
.
.

:
Have several friends
100. 0 :·
100. 0:
Usually cheerful
Boys and girls should have many
:
friends among themselves before
:
Settling down to one pars.on
100. 0:
The life young people live 1n their
:
parents' home influences the kind
:
of home they found for themselves
100. 0:
Return borrowed property within a
:
reasonable length of time
96. 9:
Think things through and make own
:
96. 9:
decisions
A good listener
93. 9:
Kind of home young people grow up in
:
influences choice of a life partner 93. 9:
Get along with room-mate
87. 8:
84. 8:
Get along with members of the family
Know what they want to get from college81. 0 :
7 8. 7 :
Get along with instructors
Ask parents for money needed
78. 7:
75. 5:
Get along with schoolmates
Know what they want to contribute
:
to colle ge
72.7 :
:
Faal slighted when left out of a
72. 7:
�oup
Have a definite plan for life
69. 0:
Know what they want to do next
66. 0:
Have one special friend
63. 6:
Good conversationalist
57. 5:
57. 5:
Avoid gossiping
:
Know what they want to be when they
finish college
54. 0:
Usually remain calm
54. 0:
Homesick since entering college
48. 4:
Nervous and easily excited
45. 4:
Easy to make up mind about problems
42. 4:

(continued)

.
.
:

..
.
97. 9:
...

2
4
5

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
3. 0:
:
: 3. 3
5. 5:
:
5. 5:
6. 0: 6
12. 0: 3. 3
: 18. 9
12. 0: 9
:
18. 0: 5. 5
:
21 . 0 : 13
:
27. 0:
30. 3:
33. 0:
27 . 0: 9
36. 6: 5 . 5
33. 0: 9
:
42. 4: 3. 3
30. 3: 13
48. 4:
45. 4: 9
51. 5: 5. 5
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TABLE VI. (cont. )

Adjus tments
Do things because others do them
Feel that parents have a favorite
among children
Shy in the presence of strangers
Earn spending money
Lose temper easily
Dominate others
Feel inferior to classmates
Regular allowance from parents
Borrow other people ' s things without
permission
Leisure-time Activities

Pct ..�- :Pot. :No
Yes :No : :Answer
:
39. 0 : 57. 5: 3.3
:
36. 6 • 6 0. 6: 3. 3
30. 3
6 0. 6: 9
37 . o: :
24. 0
6 6 . 6: 9
75. 5: 5. 5
18. 0
12. 0
81. 0: 5. 5
12 . 0
•
3.5
93. 9: 3. 3
•

.
.
..

..
..
..
...
.

..

Pct. : Group II :

Group I :

100. 0:Attend movies
9 7. 0:Read
83. 5: Visit
80. 5: Talk
77. 7 : Sleep
66. 6:Dance
55. 5: Play tennis
50. 0: Swim
38. 0:Drive (auto )
27. 7: Play bridge
13. 3:Ride horseback
11. 0: Play croquet

Visit
Read
Attend movies
Talk
Sleep
Swim
Drive (auto )
Dance
Play tennis
Ride horseback
Play bridge
Play croquet

'

.

.

.
.
.

Pct.
93. 3
93. 9
87. 8
87. 8
78. 7
75. 7
6 6. 6
66. 6
6 3. 6
57. 8
48. 4
18. 0

Other Leisure-time Activitie s Suggested by Students
11. 0: Sew
11. 0:Daydream
8. 3:Walk
8. 3: Travel
2. 5: Play piano
2. 5:Write
2.5: Listen to radio
: Play musical instru: ments
: Play dominoes
: Fish
: Sing
: Learn poetry
:Eat
(continued)

Sew
Play piano
Fish
Walk
Write
Listen to radio
Sing

5. 5
5. 5
5. 5
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 0
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TABLE VI . (cont. )

Pct. :I'ct.
Adjustments
Yes : No
Grout I :
Is i wrong to cheat
94. 4 : 2. 5
Discuss problems with older friends 83.5 : 8.3
Discuss problems with parents
80.5 : 11.0
80.5 : 13.3
Friends who have helped you
Discuss problems with young friends 75.0 : 5.2
61.0 : 33.0
Cheated on examinations
Cheated before you came to college 61.0 : 33.0
Friends who have had a bad influ52.7 : 38.8
ence on you
11 White lies " ever justifiable
44.4 : 47.0
38 . 0 : 50.0
Cheated since you came to college
The person who has meant most to
:
you
72.0 :
Mother
19.3 :
Father
5.2 :
Grandmother
2.5 :
Brother
2.5 :
Sister
2.5 :
Teacher
2.5 :
Girl friends

.

.

.

Group II :

Discuss problems with young friends
Discuss problems with older friends
Is it wrong to cheat
Friends who have helped you
Discuss problems with parents
Cheated on examinations
11 W
hite lies" ever j ustifiable
Cheated since coming to college
Friends who have had a bad influence on you
Cheated before coming to college
The person who bas. meant most to
you
Mother
Father
Girl friends
Sisters
Brothers
Teacher
(continued)

.
.
.

93.9 : 3.3
93.9 : 3.3
90.9 : 3.3
84.0 : 5.5
78.7 : 18.0
66.6 : 23.3
63.6 : 27.0
52.7 : 36.6

.
.
39.3 : 51.5
33.0 : 57.5
.
.
72.7 :
33.0 :
13.8 :
5.5 :
5.5 :
3.3 :

: lo
: Answer

.

: 2. 5
: 8.3
: 8.3
: 5.2
: 19.0
: 2.5
: 2.5

.

: 8.3
: 8.3
: 11 . 0
•
: 11.0

.
...
...
.
:
.
.
..

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

.
:

:
:

.
:
.
.
.
.
.

3.3
5.2
5.2
3.9
3.3
9.0
9.0
5.5
9.0
9.0
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TABLE VI . (cont. )
What Students Want to Be

Per Cent

Group I
:

Teacher
Commercial food demonstrator
Home-maker
Stenographer
Interior decorator
Journalist
Business woman
Laboratory technician
A c companist
Singer and pianist
Secretary
No answer

44.4
30 . 5
11 . 0
8.3
5. 5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
11 . 0

Group II :
Teacher
S tenographer
Interior decorator
S ecretary
Home-maker
Physical education director
Home economics food specialist
Travel
Lawyer
Business woman
Concert pianist
Nurse
Food demonstrator
Dentist
Publi c school musi c director
Director of plays
S inger
To continue a musical education
No answer

21 . 2
9.0
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
5.5

Wbft Students Expect to Get Out of College
Group I :
Education - association with friends
Friendship and lmowledge
How to take life
Well-rounded education
How to live and work with people
(continued)

33.5
5.5
5.5
2. 5
2.5
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TABLE VI. (cont. )
What Students Expect to Get Out of C ollege
Experience
Liberal and varied education
Education and a better outlook on life
Training in order to get a job
No answer
Group II :

Education
Something to make life worthwhile
Knowledge and understanding
Liberal education
Better knowledge of how to live
To learn to appreciate life
How to get the best out of life
Social life
Friendship
To learn how to teach
Something worthwhile
What's in it
Learn how to learn
Cooperation in activities
Good points to help me out
No answer

Per Cent
2. 5
2. 5
2. 5
2. 5
30.5

13. 0
12. 0
9. 0
5. 5
5.5
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
21. 0

What Students Expect to Contribute to College
Group I :

My best in study and activities
Friendship and good cheer
Kind words and efforts
Dependability
Study as much as pos sible
Determination
Pleasing influence
To do my part
Earnest attention
Open mind , a happy heart
Cooperation
Time and talent
Independability
No answer
(continued)

18. 0
5.2
5. 2
5. 2
5. 2
2. 5
2.5
2.5
2. 5
2. 5
2. 5
2. 5
2. 5
30 . 5
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TABLE VI . (cont. )
What Students Expect to Contribute to College
Group II :
Cooperation with s tudents and teachers
Endeavor to learn
All I possibly can
Best efforts
Talents and friendship
Efforts and kind words
Work
The amount necessary
Good citizenship
Determination
Personal help
My ef fort·s to learn
Time and energy
My bes t
N o answer

Per Cent
9. 0
5. 5
5. 5
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
3. 3
45. 4

In Group I, more of the girls had been homesick
(68 per cent), than in Group II, in which 48 per cent had

been homesick since they entered college .

Of those in

Group I, 2. 5 per cent felt inferior to their clas smates,
while 12 per cent in Group II felt inferior.
To the question, "What do you expect to contribute

to college? " the following answers were given (see Table
.

VI, pages 43-44 ) : my best in s tudy and activities, friendship and good cheer, determination , earnest attention,

an open mind and a happy heart, cooperation with s tudents
and faculty, good citizenship, and time and energy.

Of

Group I, 30. 5 per cent, and of Group II, from 21 to 45
per cent, did not answer the las t two ques tions .

From

the replies received, however, it appeared that some of
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the girls had taken the matter seriously and knew
definitely what they expected to contribute and also what
they wanted to get for themselves.

In ans wer to the

question ., "What do you want to get from college? ., 11 these
suggestions were given :

An education ., friendship ., some thing to make life

worthwhile ., to learn to appreciate life more ., how to
teach, to learn how to learn ., how to live and work with

people ., how to take life ., and training in order to get
a j ob.
Vocations
In regard to choices of vocations ., 18. 8 per

cent of those in Group I ( see Table VI ., page 42) appeared
to know what they wanted to do when they finis hed college,
and 69 per cent had definite plans for their chosen work.

Among the vocations sugges ted by the girls ., which they

hoped to enter ., were: teaching ., home-making, stenography .,
interior decoration ., physical education director, home

economists ., lawyer ., business woman ., nurse ., dentist ., jour

nalist ., singer ., accompanist ., laboratory technician .,

director of public school music ., and director of plays.

It is of interest to note that teaching ranked first in
each group and home-making, third.

Emotional Stability

In Group I ., 86 per cent ., and in Group II, 100

per cent were usually cheerful ; from 52 to 54 per cent
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of all the girls thought they usually remained calm,

while from 24 to 36 per cent lost their tempers easily;
45 per cent thought they were nervous and easily excited;

and from 72 to 80 per cent felt slighted when they were
not invited to join a group.
Finances

In Group I , 19 per cent of the girls (see Table
VI, pages 39-40) either had an allowance from their
parents or from an inheritance, while 12 per cent of those
in Group II had allowances; 69. 4 per cent in Group I

asked their parents for money, and 78. 7 per cent in Group
II were given money by their parents when they had need

of it; 19 per c·ent of the girls in Group I earned money,
and 27 per cent in Group II earned a part of their spend
ing money.

The various kinds of work which they did to

earn money were:
Typing, clerking in store, cashier, dentist's
assistant, beauty work, assistant teaching, packing

fruit and vegetables, directing plays, making candy and

ties for sale, working in an office and cafe, and grad
ing papers.

Leisure-time Activities
When classifying the activities of the two
groups, they were separated into two divisions, those
which were active and those which did not require a great
deal of energy (see Table VI, pages 40-41) .

I n the
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active group were such as swinnning, horseback riding,

tennis, dancing, fishing, and playing the piano ; those
which were less active were reading, sewing, visiting,

daydreaming, sleeping, listening to the radio, and eating.
Group I participated more in the inactive, while Group II
entered more into the activities which required a greater

output of energy or effort.

Relations with Friends and Members of the Family
Members of both groups (see Table VI, pages 39-

40) agreed that the type of home in which a person is
reared will influence the kind of home he founds for
himself; that it will also influence his choice of a

life partner, and that boys and girls should have many
friends among themselves before they become interested
in one particular person.

Both groups said they had

several friends ; 86 per cent of Group I and 72. 7 per cent
of Group II had one special friend; 94. 4 per cent in the
first group did not do things because their friends or

other people did them, while 39 per cent in Group II did

things because other people did them; 77. 8 per cent in
the first group and 93. 9 per cent in the second group

thought they were good listeners, but did not consider
themselves successful entertainers or conversationalists.
The girls in Group I (46. 9 per cent) did not
get along with the members of their families as well as
those in Group II (see Table VI, pages 38-39) .

Almost
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half 0£. the girls felt tha t their parents had a favorite
child ; 100 per cent of Group I and 96. 9 per cent of

Group II returned borrowed property promptly, and only
from 2 to 3 per cent of each group borrowed property

without permiss ion.
From the answers checked in this section of the

ques tionnaire, it appeared that the girls of both groups

were much better adjusted in their personal relationships
with their friends than with the members of their own
families.

The mother had meant more to the girls than

any other person ; the father ranked s econd, with the
grandmother, brother, sis ter, teacher, and girl friends
being checked by from 2. 5 to 5. 5 per cent of those in
the two groups.

It is an interes ting and cha llenging

fact that teachers were mentioned by only 5. 8 per cent
of the girls as a whole (see Table VI, page 41 ) .
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
Purpose
1 . To obtain factual information pertaining
to the family and personal relationships of junior col
lege girls.

2. To use this information in an attempt to

discover the personal problems in which the students
have the greatest need for guidance.
Method of Procedure
The data were collected by the questionnaire
method ; a total of sixty-nine girls were used, thirty
six freshmen and thirty-three sophomores.

For con

venience in making classifications, the freshmen are
referred to as Group I and the sophomores as Group II.
The following data are included in the study:
1. Home background of the girl.

2. Factors pertaining to family relationships.

3 . Personal relationships.
Results

Home background of girls:

1. Ages ranged from seventeen to twenty-two.
2. More of the girls ( 33 per cent) were nineteen.
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3. More of the girls lived in t he country . than
in city or small town.
4. All were American born.
5. Farming, business, and the professions claimed

the greatest number of parents.
training.

6. Almost half ( 44. 3 per cent) had some college
7. Twenty-nine per cent of the parents had at

tended high school.

8. There had been four divorces and nine re

marriages in the families.
9. The number of children ranged from one to
ten; the average number was 4. 6.
Factor s which were conducive to satisfaction
in the home :

The factors have been grouped under :
l. Personal relationships in the home.
2. Efficient management of the home .
3. Finances.

4. Miscellaneous.
Factors which prevented complete satisfaction
in the home :
1. Unfavorable conditions in the home which in
terfered with personal relations of members
of the family .
2. Inefficient management of household.
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3. Lack of finances for necessities.

4. Mis cellaneous .

Things which the family did together:
1. Religious practices.

2. Recreation.
3. Vacations spent with members of family.
Days which the family celebrated to gether:
1. Holidays.

2. Family anniversaries.
3. Home-coming of children.
Personal relationships :
School adjustments:
1. About three fourths (75. 5 per cent) of
the girls thought they were well adjusted in school re
lations.
2. Three fourths knew what they wanted to
get from college and what they wanted to contribute.

3. Seventy-one per cent knew what they wanted

to do after they finished college.

4. More than half the girls had cheated dur

ing examinations.
5. N inety-four per cent thought it was wrong
to cheat.
6. Almost half (41 per cent) had been home
sick while in college.
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Emotional stability :

1 . More than hall the girls thought they

were nervous and eaa-lly excited .

2. Thirty per cent could not control temper.

3 . Almost all ( 95 per cent ) thought they were

usually cheerful.

Relations w ith triends arid members of taaily:

. 1 . Only 65 . 8 per cent get aleng with �amily .
2 . Nine ty-five per cent thought early home

lite influences the type of home young people found, and

also choice of a lite partner .

3 . Ninety-three per cent thought young pe ople

should have many friends before choosing one special

friend .

4 . Almost all ( 97 per cent ) discussed problems

with their parents .

5 . E1ghty-s1Jc per cent discussed problems with

older and younger friends .

6 . More than 72 per cent said the ir mother

meant more to them than any other person .
Finances:

1 . Seventy-three per cent asked parents tor money

when needed.

2 . Only 14 per cent had an allowance .

3 . Twent1-three per cent earned some spending mon�y .
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Leisure-time activities:
1. Active - such as swimming, dancing, tennis,
horseback riding and the like.
2. Inactive - or those which do not require a
great deal of energy, such as reading, sewing, l i stening .
to the radio, and playing the piano.

It appeared that more of the girls participated

in the quiet acti vities than in those which required more
energy.

Thi s was true especially of those who l ived in

rural sections and may be due to the fact that there are
often many duties to perform and girls are too tired to

engage in active recreation , or it may be due to a lack
of means of recreation.
It is recognized that this investigation covers

only a limited number of the personal problems of students,
and because of the small group who participated in the
study, it is impossible to draw any very definite conclu
sions.

Thus, an attempt will be made to show only needs,

tendencies, and possibilities for further re search in
thi s comparatively new field.

As a result of the findings in �his study, it

appears that more attention should be given to the re
lationships within the family group.

Many factors

mentioned by the girls as causing unhappiness, such as
friction among brothers and sisters, poor management,
lack of understanding on the part of the parents, and
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unfair division of home duties, are problems which could

be worked out by the cooperation of individual members

of families.

No doubt the students in some instances

have failed to recognize that a part of the unhappiness
in the home is probably within themselves; that a family

is made up of individuals who must learn to give and
take.

Dr. Burgess

has very aptly expressed the need

for family and parent education :

The cultural and affectional functions
are perhaps in need of strengthening and pro
tecting in this time of rapid social change.
Family and parent education may well consider
focusing more of its efforts upon .further
study into the interrelationships of family
life and personality development. It is in
the domain of the inner attitudes and rela
tionships where family and parent education
can perhaps best function.
In answer to the question, "What do you want to

be when you finish college? " more than half of the
students answered with, " Teacher. 11

There were a number

of other vocations suggested by from 3 to 30 per cent
of the girls, some of them no doubt because the students
are familiar with them or because they appeal to them.

Vocational guidance is needed especially in junior col

leges, where students often take the two years of re

quired training before going into other schools for more
specializ ed training.

The students need guidance in voca

tional choices.
l. Burgess, Ernest W. n Family Rela tionships and Person
ality Adjustments, d Papers .9.!! Parent Education, Novem
ber, 1930, Washington, D. C. , p. 28.
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When asked what · they expected to get out ot col

lege, and what the7 expected to contribute while there,

more than halt ot the students did not answer the ques·

tions, which appeared to indicate that they at least had

no detinite idea about the matter .

Courses tor freshmen

could well be offered at the beginning ot the school

year which would guide them. 1n their think1ng and help
them to use their time to the best possible advantage .

For those who answered the question, less than half, it
1s evident that they were also 1n need of guidance to

help to realize their ambitions while they were in col
lege .

Many ot the things desired by students had to

do with their relations with other people ; also " how to
get the best out of life, " and " to learn to appreciate

life, " were other suggestions .

It is interesting to note

that only one student mentioned the .tact that she hoped

to prepare for a j ob .

It appeared that those who knew

what they wanted had given the· problem serious consider
ation .

In the matter ot leisure-time activities� it was

learned from the study that more of the girls indulged

in the quieter activities than in the more active type .

Whether this is from preference or from a lack of provid
ing means tor ·recreation cannot be ascertained from the
study .

In

view of the tact tha� a lack of means tor re

cre�t1on was mentioned frequently as a cause ror dis

satisfaction 1n the home, it is evident that this was an
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important problem in the lives or young people today .

More active types of leisure-time activities could be

provided in schools and homes.

In checking the people who had meant mo st to

them, the girls gave their mother first pla ce.

This is

to be expected , perhaps , since children are usually more
closely associated with their mothers than with other

member s of the family.

It is a shocking and a challenging

fact for tea chers that they were mentioned with a fre
quency ot only 5. 8 per cent.

This may be due to several

reasons : tea chers may have failed to measure up to the
expectations as friends and advisers, they may be too

busy with school duties, or they may be indifferent .

Teachers have a real opportunity, if these fa cts are

significant, to prove their worth.

A Comparison of Factors in This Study with Those in " A
Study

or H ome Atmosphere"

It will be interesting to compare some of the

general findings in this present s;udy with other related

studies.

In the study of " Home Atmosphere, " which was

reported by Ra chael Stutsman, of the Merrill-Palmer

S chool, at the Conference of the National Council or
Parent Education, November 17, 1930,

the committee made

2. Stutsman, Ra chael, A Report of a Study in H ome Atmos
phere, National Council or Parent Education, Inc . ,
New York City (mimeographed material ) .
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an investigation of fifty well-adjusted and fifty poorly

adju sted families and compared the results.

The Girl ' s Personal Relationships in Her

Home :

When the factors showing the relationship of

one individual to another are compared , it is evident

that the lack of many of the factors which caused unhap

piness , such as 1ack of unders tanding on the part of

parents, friction among children, and absence of members
of the family, are causes for happiness or satisfaction ·

when they are present in the home.

In the " S tudy of Home

Atmosphere , " it is reported that the children quarrel a
great deal more.

In the list of happiness factors , appreciation

of parent s, companionship of brothers and sister s , re

ligious home , pleasures shared by the family , and inter
est of parents in girl ' s activities are almost the op

posite of those factors which caused dissatisfaction in

homes .

In the present s tudy , the girls in Group I ( 69

per cent } and 84.8 per cent of those in Group II speak
of "an understanding between parents and children and

brothers and sisters . "

The girls seem very appreciative

of the fact that parents are interes ted in their educa

tion and other activities ; of Group I , 69 . 4 per cent and
3 . Ibid .
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of Group II , 90 . 8 per cent mentioned this fact .

In ad

diti on, pleasures shared by the family and a religious

home were mentioned by �ore than 80 per cent of all the
girls as factors contributing to satisfaction .

In the

n study of Home Atmosphere , " more maladjustments were men

tioned , because of the type of families used in the study ,
no doubt .

The girls in the present study were , as a

whole, fairly well satisfied with their homes .

Less

than half of the entire group , however , do not get along

well with their family .

( It is to be remembered that

this is the girls ' own apinion . )

Management of the Home :

In the present study , almost half of the fact ors

which made tor satisfaction in the home had to do wit h

efficient management , such as , cooperation o f all members
of family in home tasks , home comfortable and orderly ,
fair division of income , and privileges allowed.

In the

" Study of Home Atmosphere , " Miss Stutsman says of the
.

-

children, " They more .frequently .feel they do not have a
4
fair share of the family income . "
It appears from the comparison of the two

studies that the family which has an income sufficient ·

for necessities , has efficient management in the home ,

and the parents are interested in the activities of the
children , have the happiest and best-adj usted family
members.
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A comparison of the present study with " Succeed5
ing as a Family" :
This study is based on data taken from the auto

biographies of 200 college students at Cornell University.
Only families in which both parents were living together

were used.

The following factors were connnon to both

these studies :

1. Friends are entertained in the home.

2. Understanding between parents and children.

3. Parents interested in the activ ities of
their children.

4. Children confide in their parents .

These and a number of' other factors are considered

as characteristics of a successful family.

I t is inter 

esting to note the factors which were common to both

studies and also that the data used in both studies repre

sented what the students themselves think about the ir

personal problems as individuals and about the problems
of other members of the family.

Only a few significant facts have been brought

out in the study.

It is to be remembered , however, that

these findings are what the students think and that , when

approached from the standpoint of an interested observer

5 . Thurow , Mildred B. , 0 Succeeding as a Family, " Parents
Magazine , 10 : 35, 24 ff.
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rather than from the point of view or the girl , they no

doubt have a different meaning.

It is ·rather difficult

to measure or interpret personality problem s , but an at
tempt has been ma de to treat them from an impersonal

angle.

It is hoped that schools and home s will be ever

mindful of the real task which they are privileged to

perform - that of developing wholesome attitudes and ap

preciations toward these situations in order that student s

in the home and school may grow +nto well -adjusted per
sonalities .
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APPENDIX
1. Age (in years )

QUESTIONNAIRE
Freshman or Sophomore

·2. College rank (check )

3. Residence (greater part of life )
(a ) County

Check here

(b ) Village (500 -1000 pop. }
(c ) Town (2,500 pop . )

(d ) City (over 2,500 popl )

4. Native born ____ Foreign ____
5. Did you attend a
(a ) Public Grade School

(b ) Private School

(c ) Public High School
6. Occupation of Parents
(a ) Business
(b ) Professional
(c ) Farmer - Plantation owner
(d ) Share cropper
(e ) Laborer

7. Education of Parents
Father

Check last grade attended

(a ) Grade School (grades completed ) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
(b ) High School (grades completed �
(c ) College (years )

Mother
(a ) Grade School

9, 10, 11, 12
l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
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{b) High School

9, 10, 11, 12

{c) College ( years)
8. Divorce in Family
9. Remarriage in Family
10. Number of children in family

1, 2, 3 , 4, 5 , 6

Yes

No

Yes

No

11. Are you the eldest____, middle____, only____,

----

youngest child?

CHECK THE CO}lDITIONS WHI CH MAY PREVENT YOU
Check
Here

FROM COMPIBTE SATISFACTION IN YOUR HOME

1. Lack of understanding on part of parents.

2. Friction among children.

3. Unfair division of home duties.

4. Lack of interest in the home surroundings.
5. Unfair division of money.

6. Ill health of some member of the family.
7. Parents are not interested in the education of
their children .

8. Absence of members of the family.

9 . Friends are not entertained in the home.

--- 10.

Crowded conditions because of relatives or other
people living in the home.

--- 11. House too small to insure privacy for
--- 12. The location of the house.
---13. The furnishings of the home.
---14. Inefficient management of the home.
--- 15. Unemployment of father.
too busy or too tired to enjoy
---16. Mother
ionship of her family.

all members .

the compan-
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---17.

Lack of means of recreation.

--- 19.

Dislike for home tasks.

___ 18. Privileges denied.

20. Lack of pretty clothes.

21. The only child in the family.

22. Not a religious home.

23. Lack of appreciation of parents.

24. Lack of companionship of brothers and sisters.

---25.

Physical disability.

___26. Lack of pretty clothes.

CHECK THE CONDITIONS WHI CH MAKE FOR
Check
Here

SATISFACTION IN YOUR HOME

1. Understanding between parents and children.
2. Understanding between brothers and sisters.
3. Cooperation of all members of family in the tasks
to be performed in the home.
4. Suf'fioient income for necessities.

5. Sufficient income for some luxuries.

6. Friends are entertained in the home.

7. Each member of the family has an opportunity to
develop his individuality.

8. Parents are interested in the education of their
children.
9. The home is comfortable and orderly.

---10.
--- 11.

The food is wholesome and served in an attractive
manner.
There is room enough for each person to have some
privacy.

__ 12. All members of the family have good health.
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___ 13. The family is interested in attractive home
surroundings.

--- 14.

Mus ic in the home.

--- 16.
--- 17.

Modern conveniences.

___ 15. The presence of books and magazine s.
Means for recreation.

18. Privileges allowed.

19. Enjoyment of home tasks.
20. Fair division of money.
21. Religious home.

22. Pleasures shared by family.

--- 23.
--- 24.
---25.
---26.

Companions hip of brothers and sisters.
Appreciation of parents.
Home ownership.
Pretty clothes.
FAMILY .RELATIONSHIPS

Which of these things has your family done together
(father, mother and at least some of the children) during
the last year?
1. Sang together

2 . Went to movies

Check
here

10. Took trips together
11. Lis tened to radio

3. Took walks

12. Attended picnics

5. Read aloud togather

14. Attended fair

4. Took auto rides

6 . Played games

7. Read the Bible
8. Had prayer

9 . Attended church

13. Spent vacation
together
15. Attended circus
16. Went shopping

17. Said grace at meals

Check
here
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Which of these days and other special days has your

family celebrated together?
1. Christmas, how?
1. Christmas tree

2. Went to church

3 . Hung up stockings

4. Went visiting

2. New Year's Day
3 . Thanksgiving

4. Easter

1. Easter eggs

2. Went to church
5 . St. Valentine ' s Day

(Check on blank)

--Father's Day--Hallowe'en--Decoration Day--Birthdays of family--Wedding anniversaries--Good Friday--Palm Sunday--Mother's Day

What other special days
does your family celebrate
together?

6. Fourth of July
PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Please fill in the blanks brieflz
1. What do you want to be when you finish college?

2. What do you expect to get out of college?

3 . What do you expect to contribute to college?

4. Is it easy for you to make up your mind about problems?

5. Do you usually know what you want to do next?____
6. Do you lose your temper easily?___________
7. Do you always get along with the members of your fam

------

ily?

----

8. Do you always get along with your schoolmates?
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---excitable ?--------

9. Do you always get along with your room-mate?

10. Are you nervous and easily

-------------

11. Do you usually remain calm?

12. Are you shy in the presence of strangers?

------

13. Do you borrow other people ' s things without their
permission?

14. Do you return borrowed property within a reasonable

-------------------

length of time?

--conversationalist?---------listener?---------------

15. Do you always get along with your instructors ?

16. Are you a good

17. Are you a good

18. Have you been homesick since you entered college?__

19. Have you felt slighted �ometimes when you were left

out of a group ?___________________

-----------

20. Do you have one special friend?

------------

21. Do you have several friends?

-------------

22. Do you have a few friends?

23. Have you felt sometimes that your parents have a favor-

-----------

ite child?

24. Are you usually cheerful ?

25. Do you avoid gossiping?

--

26. Do you feel inferior to most of your classmates?
27. Do you try to dominate others?

28. Have you a definite plan for your life ?

29. Do you do things because others do them?

30. Do you think things through and make your own deci-

----------

sions?
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31. Do you think that boys and girls should have many

friends among the other sex before they confine their

------------

interest to one boy or girl?

32. Does the life young people have known in their own
· homes influence the �ind of homes they found for
themselves ?

---------------------

33. Does it influence their choice of a life partner?__

34. Where do you receive your spending money?______
( l) Regular allowance from parents____

( 2)

Ask parents for it when needed____

----

( 3)

Earn it

(4)

If you earn money outside of home, what kind of

work do you do?_________________

35 . How do you spend your leisure time ?

Check here

( 1 ) Attend movies
(2)

:Read

( 3 ) Visit
(4)

Talk

( 5)

Sleep

(6)
(7)
(8)
{9)

Play tennis

Drive

Ride horseback
Swim

( 10 ) Dance

( 11 ) Play bridge

( 1 2 ) List other ways in which you spend your leisure

time .______________________
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36. Do you think n white lies 11 are ever justifiable?

---

----------

37. Have you cheated on examinations ?

----Have you cheated since you came to college?----Do you think it wrong to cheat?----------Have you had friends who have helped you?------

38. Had you cheated before you came to college?
39.

40.
41.

42. Have you had friends who have had a bad inf'luence on

---------

you?

43. Do you discus s your problems with your parents ?___

44. Do vou have s erious talks with your young friends?_
45. Do you have s erious talks with older friends ?

----

46. What person has meant more to you than any other

------------------------

person?

